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THE RIEMANN PROBLEM IN GAS DYNAMICS1

BY

RANDOLPH G. SMITH

Abstract. We consider the Riemann problem (R.P.) for the 3 X 3 system of

gas dynamics equations in a single space variable. We assume that the

specific internal energy e = e(v, s) (s = specific entropy, v = specific

volume) satisfies the usual hypotheses,/»,, < 0,/j^, > Q,ps > 0 (p = — ev —

pressure); we also assume some reasonable hypotheses about the asymptotic

behavior of e. We call functions e satisfying these hypotheses energy

functions.

Theorem 1. For any initial data ([/,, Ur) (U, = (v¡,p,, u¡), Ur = (vr,pr, ur),

u = flow velocity), the R. P. has a solution.

We introduce two conditions:

¿><* •>.<■£  <c-e>o>- «

■¿ «(»,/») > - |        (v,p > 0). (II)

Theorem 2. (I) is necessary and sufficient for uniqueness of solutions of the

R. P. Nonuniqueness persists under small perturbations of the initial data.

(I) is implied by the known condition

¿ e(v,p) > 0       («,/>> 0), (.)

which holds for all usual gases. (I) implies (II). We construct energy

functions e that violate (II), that satisfy (II) but violate (I), and that satisfy

(I) but violate («).

In all solutions considered, the shocks satisfy the entropy condition and

the Lax shock conditions.

1. Introduction. In this paper we investigate existence and uniqueness of

solutions of the Riemann problem (R. P.), with arbitrary initial data, for the

equations of compressible fluid flow in one space variable. The results depend

on the energy function e = e(r, S) (t = specific volume, S = specific en-

tropy). In addition to the assumptions normally made (see (1.2)—(1.7)), we

always assume some physically reasonable limiting behaviors of the energy
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and pressure functions near the boundaries of the domains on which they are

defined (see (1.8)—(1.10)); ideal gases, for example, always satisfy these

assumptions. We prove (§3) that the R. P. always has a solution. However,

solutions need not always be unique, even if they satisfy the entropy condi-

tion and the Lax shock conditions. Our analysis is based on the behavior of

the Hugoniot curve H (see (1.20)ff.) in the (t, />)-plane (p — pressure). It is

sometimes assumed (see [1]) that H is monotone in the sense that along H, one

of the variables t, p is a decreasing function of the other. This holds for

polytropic gases, but need not hold for ideal gases. (See Ideal gases, §6.) It

turns out that whether uniqueness fails, and if so how drastically, depends on

how much H deviates from this monotonicity. We introduce three conditions

on e: WEAK, MEDIUM and STRONG (see Definition 1.4, Proposition 1.5),

which we relate to the behavior of H (see Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12

and Conventions 4.6, 4.7). WEAK and STRONG are already known ([2], [4]).

The following implications hold:

polytropic gas => ideal gas =» STRONG => MEDIUM => WEAK, (*)

where all implications are proper. In §4 we prove that whenever MEDIUM

holds, solutions of the R. P. are unique. However, whenever MEDIUM is

violated, it is possible to construct initial data ( U¡, Ur) for which the R. P. has

three distinct solutions; we call this particular situation type I nonuniqueness.

We show that whenever WEAK fails, one cannot only obtain type I non-

uniqueness, but also get nonuniqueness a different way, by a different

construction; this is called type II nonuniqueness. The initial data that exhibit

type II nonuniqueness also exhibit type I, and we then obtain five distinct

solutions of the R. P. In §5 we show that for both types of nonuniqueness the

data can always be chosen so that the nonuniqueness is stable under per-

turbation of the initial data. In §6, we show by constructing various examples

of energy functions, that all the possible situations abstractly considered in

§§1-5 do indeed occur, e.g., that the implications (*) are proper, and that it is

possible to have five solutions of one R. P. For all solutions considered, the

shocks always satisfy the entropy condition (see (1.18)) and the Lax shock

conditions (see (1.19)).

The equations of compressible flow in one space variable (in Eulerian

coordinates) are

Pt +(P")x =0>

(pu)t+(pu2+p)x = 0,

[p{\u2 + e)l + [pu{\u2 + e) + up]x = 0, (1.1)

where / > 0 is time, x is position, p is density, p is pressure, e is specific

internal energy, and u is flow velocity. We also let S = specific entropy,
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T = temperature, and t = specific volume ( = p ~ '). Here e is assumed to be

a C3 function e(j, S) of t and S, p = - eT, and T = es. The letter g will

always denote the function - eT, i.e., /? = g(r, S). The function e is assumed

to satisfy the following

Standard assumptions.

e>0, (1.2)

p>0   (i.e.,g>0), (1.3)

r > 0   (i.e., es > 0), (1.4)

gr  < 0, (1.5)

&r > 0> (16)

& > 0. (1.7)

In addition, we shall always assume that e satisfies the following

Limit assumptions.

lim   g(r,S) = 0, lim   g(T,S)=+oo, (1.8)
S-» - oo S-» + oo

lim   <?(t, 5) = 0, lim   e(r, 5) = +oo, (1.9)
S-* — oo S—» + oo

lim í?(t,/>) = 0. (1.10)
T—»0 +

Here the expression "e(T, />)" requires definition. Suppose t, p > 0. Then by

(1.8), there is an S such that g(r, S) = p, and by (1.7) S is unique; we denote

S1 = S(t,p). Then we define

e(r,p)=e(r,S(T,p)) (1.11)

(whenever p is understood to be a pressure rather than an entropy; cf. [1,

§64]). We also define gT(r,p) = gT(x, S(r,p)), etc.

Remark. If we stipulate that S > 0 and replace (1.8) and (1.9) by

lim  g(r, S) = 0, lim   g(r, S) =+oo (1.8)'
5—»0+ S—> + oo

and

lim <?(t, S) = 0, lim   e(r, 5) = +00, (1.9)'
S—0+ S^ + oo

then it is easy to see that all results in this paper still hold, with the exception

of that of §6.3; in this case an ideal gas (i.e., a function e satisfying (1.2)—(1.7),

(1.8)', (1.9)', (1.10) and (6.75)) cannot exist.

Analogously, by (1.9) and (1.4) we can use p, e (i.e., t, e) as independent

variables so that S and p are functions of (p, e). If we let U = (p, u, e), then

the equations (1.1) can be written as

U, + A(U)Ux = 0, (1.12)
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for a 3 X 3 matrix A ( U) with eigenvalues u — c, u and u + c, where c (the

sound speed) is defined by

c2=/p .     (1.13)

where/(p, S) = g(p~\S).

The Riemann Problem (R. P.) (see [1], [4], [5]) for (1.1) or (1.12) is the

initial-value problem for (1.1) with data

where U¡ = (p¡, u¡, e¡), Ur = (pr, ur, er) are arbitrary constant vectors.

By a solution of (1.1), (1.12) we mean a function U(x/t) consisting of at

most four constant states, U„ t/,, U3, Ur. Here U, (on the left) is connected to

£/, (on the right) by either a 1-shock or a 1-rarefaction wave, Ux (left) is

connected to U3 (right) by a contact discontinuity, and U3 (left) is connected

to Ur (right) by a 3-shock or a 3-rarefaction wave. (See [1] or [3] for the

definition of these terms.)
1 -shock

From now on, we shall use the notation "Í7, - l/2" to express the

fact that [/, (on the left) is, or can be, connected to U2 (on the right) by a
1 -WâVC

1-shock.    We   define   similarly   the   expressions   "£/,  -   U2",

«[/, ^íffL í/2", "t/, ±íüí. í/2" and "t/, J=ÜL t/2", where "1-wave"

(resp.  "3-wave") is just an abbreviation for "1-rarefaction wave" (resp.
1-shock

"3-rarefaction wave"). We also abbreviate the sentence "t/, - U2 or
1 -Wave

Í/, - U2" by "Í/, — t/2", etc. Thus for a solution of the R. P. with

initial data ( U¡, Ur) we must have t/, and U3 such that

U, - Ux ̂ ^ U3 i- [/,

Finally, since (p, e) and (t, p) determine each other, we can, and shall,

describe states [/,, U2, . . . by triples (t„/j„ m,), (r2,p2, u^, ....

By definition, t/, - Í72 iff m, = u2 and/», = p2. For shocks, we have

the following well-known result (see [1]):

Proposition 1.1. U0 (left) can be connected to U {right) by a shock with

shock speed s iff the following hold.

Jump conditions.

pv = p0v0 = m ^ 0, (1.15)

(pu)v + p =(Po"oK + Pq, (1.16)

p( \ u2 + e)v + pu = p0( i ul + <?0)u0 + ^qUq, (1.17)

where v = u — s, v0 = u0 — s;

Entropy condition.
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mS0 < mS. (1.18)

Moreover, the shock is a l-shock (resp. 3-shock) iff s < u, uQ (resp. s > u, u0).

In this paper, shocks will also be required to satisfy the

Lax shock conditions.

1-shock
un

(1.19)

U => Vq > c2, and v2 < c2;

.     3-shock t t        ,    -> -j
(/- í/0 => ü¿ > c¿ and t>2 < c2.

(See (1.13).)

The Hugoniot function with center (t0,/>0) is defined by

P + Pa
H(r,p) = e(r,p) - e(r0,p0) +(t - r0) -^ (r,p > 0).    (1.20)

We define the Hugoniot curve H with center (t0, p0) by

H={(r,p)\H(r,p)=0}.

Let U, U0 be constant states, and let H have center (t0, p0). For a > 0, let 3Ca

be the upper branch of the hyperbola, (t0 - r)(p — p0) = a. Let %'a be the

lower branch. (See Figure 1.) The importance of the Hugoniot curve lies in

the following two facts.

Proposition 1.2.

1-shock
yJio

Proposition 1.3.

3-shock

U   iffu <u0 and (r,p) G %(Uo-uf n H.

U0   iffu> u0 and (r,p) G %(U-Uof n H.

These will be proved in §2.

Definition 1.4. e = e(j, S) is an energy function iff it satisfies the Standard

assumptions (1.2)—(1.7) and the Limit assumptions (1.8)—(1.10).

Figure 1.   The hyperbola Ha U H'a and a Hugoniot curve H.
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We introduce the following conditions on an energy function e (see (1.11)):

>

P2

STRONG       4- e(r,p) >0 (r,p > 0),
OT

MEDIUM

WEAK j;e(T>P) > - f     (T>P > °)-

Proposition 1.5. 77¡e conditions STRONG, MEDIUM and WEAK have

the following equivalent formulations :

STRONG       -f e(r,p) >-f—- (r,p > 0),

MEDIUM     |-e(T,/>) >-.2e.{J'.p) ... (r,p > 0),
3/> -gT(T,/») ■ (2e(r,p)/p) + p

WEAK ¿ e(r(Jp) > * (t,/> > 0).
àp -2gT(T,p)

Proof. We have

±e(T,p) = le(r,S(r,p)) = esls(r,p) = ^. (1.21)

Here we have abbreviated es(r, S(r,p)) (= es(r, p)) by es; we shall do this

often, e.g., gT = gT(r,p). In particular

de(r,p)/dp > 0. (1.22)

Moreover

"97 e(T"P) = "37 e(T' S(T>/')) " er + es -j£ S(t,/>).

But/? = g(r, S(t, /?)), so taking 3/3t of both sides yields 0 = gT + gs35(r,

p)/dr; hence

-j£<?(t,/>) = eT + es

so

(-!)■

^e(r,Jp)=-Jp+(-gT)^e(T,Jp), (1.23)

by (1.21). Solving (1.23) for  — gT, and substituting in the inequalities of

Proposition 1.5, we obtain the result.    □
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polytropic

H is monotone

existence and uniqueness

MEDIUM or ideal

t is a function of p along H

Va>0, 'Ji OH consists of one

point

(H may not be monotone)

existence and uniqueness

WEAK and not-MEDIUM

t is a function of p along H

(*)   3a > 0 3?f nH contains

more than one point

existence

(*)   type I nonuniqueness

not-WEAK

(*)   3p>0, 3Tl.T2e(0,T0)3

(Trp),(T2,p)€H

existence.

(*)   both type I and type II

nonuniqueness

Figure 2.   Hugoniot curves in different situations.
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Lemma 1.6. Let <í> be defined on (0, + oo) with <f> > 0, <#>' < 0 and <t>" > 0.

Then for every t > 0,

<¡>(t)2< -2<¡>'(t) <f>.
■'t

Proof. Straightforward.

Proposition 1.7. STRONG => MEDIUM =^> WEAK.

Proof. Apply Lemma 1.6 to the function g(-, S), note that

• + 00

g(v, S)dv< e(r,S),I
and use Proposition 1.5.

We conclude with a rough summary, in table form, of what will be proved

in the remainder of this paper regarding the connection between: (1), the

conditions MEDIUM and WEAK; (2), the behavior of the Hugoniot curve

H; and (3), existence and uniqueness of solutions of the R. P. The properties

marked with a (*) are proved to hold for some choice of (t0, p0) as center of

H, or of ( U„ Ur) as initial data; the others hold in general.

2. Properties of the Hugoniot curve. This section establishes some properties

of H that hold for all energy functions e, under no additional assumptions.

We first summarize some known results due to Weyl; these are proved in [1,

§65].

Proposition 2.1 (Weyl). Let H have center (t0, p0) and let (t„ />,) G

H \ {(t0, Po)}. Let SI be the line through (t0, p0) and (t„ /?,), parametrized by

P(s) = Po + ai>       T(s) = To + bs>

where a = px — p0, b = t, — t0. Then

¿ S(r(s),p(s))\s=0 > 0; ^ S(r(s),p(s))\s=l < 0.

Corollary 2.2. Let H have center (t0, p0) and let (t„/>,) G H \ ((t0, p0)}.

Let L be the line through (rQ,p0) and (rx,p^). Then L cannot be tangent to H at

(t,,/>|); i.e., if the C1 functions r(t),p(t), t in a neighborhood of '/„ satisfy

(r(hlP(h)) =(t»Pi),       (r(t),p(t)) G H   for all t,

then there cannot exist y =f= 0 such that

(tVi)>pVi)) = Y(Ti - To>/»i -Po)-

Corollary 2.3. dS =£ 0 along H except at (t0,p0); i.e., //t,,/?,, r,, r(t),p(t)

are as in Corollary 2.2, and (t'(í,),/?'(/,)) ^= 0, then

ftS(r(t),p(t))\l = l^0.
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Corollary 2.4. Whenever t, < T0and(T^p^) G H,

-gT(T0,5o)<^L^<-gT(T„51);
To _ Ti

thus if U0 -!^- I/, or (/, -^^- t/0, /te» o¿ > c2 and v2 < c2. (Cf. (1.19)

and Propositions 1.1-1.3.)

The proofs that follow are long and tedious; hence we preface the formal

proofs with an informal introduction. We define two subsets, Q and Q', of

the (t, />)-plane by

Q = {(t,p)\0 < t < t0 and/» > p0),

e'={(r,jp)|T>T0andO<jp<jp0}, (2.1)

where (t0, p0) is the center of the Hugoniot curve H. We prove that

grad H ^ 0 everywhere on //, and that H c ß U Q' U {(t0,/>o)}.

Definition 2.5. For all t,/> > 0, define

0 = 0(T,/,) = ^-—^    ifT^T0;
T0 -  T

0O = 0(to,/>o) " - ^ l(wo)   along//.

Then we find that the function 0 is C ' on //; we plan to use 0 as parameter

along //. We shall be concerned only with the "compression branch" H n

Qcl of //. For all 9, let Le be the line through (t0,/?0) with slope - 9. We want

to prove that along H, (r,p) is a C1 function of 9; i.e., as Le sweeps through

Q in the clockwise direction, starting at 90, there is always exactly one (t(9),

p(9)) G H n Lg. (See Figure 3.) This is true locally by Corollary 2.2 and the

fact that grad H ¥= 0 on H, since then d9 =^ 0 along H. In particular, H is

represented by (r(9),p(9)) uniquely in a neighborhood of (t0,p0). Here (t(0),

/>(#)) is defined for 9 in some neighborhood of 90. We try to define (r(9),

p(9)) on the largest possible interval [90, 9¡). Any two such functions (t,(0),

P\(0)\ (t2(0),/>2(0)) on [90, 0,) must be the same, since otherwise there would

be a first point (f, p) along H at which the two curves begin to separate,

which contradicts grad H ^ 0 at (f, p). (See Figure 4.) Hence there is a

maximal interval [90, 9m!iX) on which such a function (r(9), p(9)) can be

defined. Then we prove 0max = + oo by showing that if not, then we can

obtain an accumulation point in Q of (r(9), p(9)) as 0'\9m¡a, and using this,

extend (r(9), p(9)) to some [90, 0,), 0, > 9max. Thus we have a C1 branch

//' c H along which (t, />) is a function of 0 G [0O, + oo), and we also prove

that along //',p —» + oo as0-» + oo; moreover, for every a > 0, %a n //'

^ 0. (Cf. Figure 1.) Finally we show //' = // n ßcl as follows: we pick any

(f,p) G H n Q; we start with a representation (t,(0),/?!(0)) (0 near 0 = 0(f,

p)) of H near (f,^); we extend (t„/>1) to a maximal left interval of existence
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(0min. 0]l we then prove that this curve/ = {(t,(0),/>,(0))|0 G (0,^, 0]} must

intersect //', so J c //'; hence (f,p) G H'.

Figure 3.  (t, p) is a function of 6 along H.

(Trpi>      lTrp^

Figure 4.   The images of (r1,p1) and (r2, p2) begin to separate at (r, p).

We hope the above will aid the reader in understanding and ignoring

various tedious details of the proofs that follow.

Lemma 2.6. (a) HT(r, p) > 0 for 0 < p < p0; (b) Hp(r, p) > 0 for r > r0;

(c) grad H =£ 0 everywhere on H.

Proof. Use (1.23) and Corollary 2.4.

Corollary 2.7. H c Q U ß' U {(t0,/>„)}.

Notation. For x G (— oo, + oo), e > 0, let

JV,(jc)-(x-e,JC + e). (2.2)
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We know [1, §65] that there exist 8, a > 0 and a C2 function G on Ns(t0)

such that

G(r0)=Po,    G'(r0) = gT(r0, S0),    G"(r0) = g„(r0, S0), (2.3)

and for all (t, p),

(j,p) G H n(Ns(r0) X Na(p0))    iff/7 = G(t).

Then Definition 2.5 implies

eo=9(To,p0)= ~G'(ro)>0, (2.4)

by (2.3) and (1.5). Corollary 2.7 then yields

9(t,p) > 0   for every (r,p) G //. (2.5)

Lemma 2.8. Define

0(t) = 0(t,G(t))   forTŒNs(r0).

Then 9 is C1 and 9'(r0) < 0.

Proof. Straightforward.

Lemma 2.9. d9 ¥= 0 a/ong //.

Proof, d.9 ̂  0 at (t0,/j0) by Lemma 2.8; at (t,/>) i= (r0,p0), use Corollary

2.2.   □
Definition 2.10. A 9-parametrization (9-p) on an interval / is a C1 vector

function (t°, p°) defined on / such that

(a)(T°(0),/>°(0))G//(0G/);

(b)0(T°(0),/>V)) = 0(0G/);
(c) if 0 G / and 0 > 0O, then (t°(0), p°(9)) G ß.

(See Definition 2.5 for 0O.) A 9-p is centered (c-9-p) if 0O G / implies (t°(0o),

P°(6o)) = (Wo)-
Remark. The superscript "0" of "(t°, p°) refers to the subscript in (t0, p0),

the center of H. Later, this superscript will be varied to distinguish functions

arising from Hugoniot curves with different centers.

Lemma 2.11. Let (t,p) G H n ßcl, 0 = 0(r,p). Then there exist e„ e2 > 0,

a 9-p (t*, p*) on (9 — ev 0 + e2), a/w/ an open rectangle R about (f, p), such

that (t*(0~), p*(9)) = (t, p), and V(t, p) £ H n R, 9(t, p) G (9 - e„ 9 + e2)

anrf (t, />) = (t*(0 (r, p)), p*(9 (t, p))).

Proof. By Lemma 2.6(c), grad H =£ 0 at (t, p).

Case \. Hp(r,p)^0 or (t, p) = (r0, p0). Then //p(f, p) i= 0, so by the

implicit function theorem, 38, a > 0 and a C1 function G on -/V5(t) such that

for all (t, /»),

(r,p)£H n(Ns(¥)xNa(p))   ifîp = G(r). (2.6)
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Define

0*(t) = 0(t,G(t))        (tE N8(t)). (2.7)

Then by Lemma 2.9 if f < t0, or by Lemma 2.8 if f = t0, 0* is C ' on a

neighborhood of f and (0*)'(t) ^ 0. Thus there exist 5, G (0, 5] and e„ e2 > 0

such that

0* is a C1 diffeomorphism of A/5i(t) onto (0 -e„ 0 +e2). (2.8)

Let

T*=(0*r'; (2-9)

then t* is a C1 diffeomorphism of (0 — ev 9 + e^ onto Ns (f). Let p* =

G ° t*; then />* is C1 on (0 - e„ 0 + e2)._ Since p = G(r),'9 = 0*(t), so

(t*(0), />*(0)) = (f, p). Clearly for 0 G (0 - e„ 0 + e2) we have (t*(0),

p*(9)) = (t*(9), G(t*(9))) G // and 0(t*(0), p*(9)) = 0*(t*(0)) = 0. We

claim that 0 > 0O implies (t*(0), />*(0)) G ß. If (t, i) = (t0,p0), then 0* is

decreasing on Ns (r) by Lemma 2.8 and the fact that it is a diffeomorphism;

hence t* is decreasing on (0 — e„ 0 + e2) and we are done by Lemma 2.7. If

(t, p) =£ (t0, Po), then (t, p) G ß. Thus we can make the above 8 and a (for

(2.8)) sufficiently small that Ns(f) X Na(p) c ß, and the claim is proved.

Hence (t*, p*) is a 0-/; on (0 - e„ 0 + e2). Let R = Ns¡(t) X #„(» Let (t,

p) G // n R. Then (t, /?) G JV5(t) X Ar,Cp), so /> = G(t). Since t G A^t),

we have

0(T,/>) = 0*(T)G(0-£„0"+e2)

and

t*(9(t,p)) = t,

P*(9(t,p)) = G(t*(9(t,p)))=P.

Case 2. Ht(t, p) ¥" 0 and (t, p) ^ (t0, p0). The proof is similar to Case 1.

Corollary 2.12. Let (rj, p%(r2, pfy be 9-p's on an interval I; let 9 £ I

with (t°(0~), p1(9)) = (rj(9~), p°2(9)) G ßcl. Then (t?, />?) = (t2°, />2°) on some

neighborhood (in I) of 9.

An easy consequence of Corollary 2.12 is

Lemma 2.13. Let (t<?, pf), (t¡, p^ be c-9-p's on [0O, 0,). Then (t°,/>°) = (t¡,

PÎ).

Proposition 2.14. There exists a maximal right-open interval [0O, 0max) on

which a c-9-p can be defined; i.e., there is a c-9-p (t°, p°) on [0O, 0max), and

there cannot be a c-9-p  on any  larger interval [0O, 0,), 0, > 0max. Here

#max G (00,   + 00].
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Proof. Let 0 = {9X > 0o|3a c-9-p on [0O, 0,)}. Let 0,,^ = sup 9. With e2

as in Lemma 2.11 for (f, p) = (t0, p0), 90 + e2 G 6; hence 0,,^, > 0O. We

define (r°,p°) on [0O, 0max) as follows:

Let 0 G [0O, 0,^).  Choose some 0, G (0,   + oo) n 0.  3a

c-9-p (t°/>°) on [0O, 0,). Let (r°(9), p°(9)) = (r?(0),jP°(0)).

By Lemma 2.13, (r°,p°) is well-defined by this process and is a c-9-p on [0O,

0max).     D

Figure 5.    The region T.

Proposition 2.15. 0mav = + oo.

T0"max ""Proof. Suppose 0max < + oo. Then Le^ has p-intercept/?n

p0. (See Figure 5.) Since e(r0, p0) > 0, and lim^* e(r, />max) = 0 by (1.10),

3Tmm > 0 such that Vt > 0, r < Tm implies e(r, pm¡J < e(x0, p0); we may

assume Tmin < t0. Now suppose 0 < t < rmin and 0 < p < p^^. Then from

(1.20) and (1.22), we get

, P +Po w , P +Po ¿ n.
t0) —î— <(t - t0) —-— < 0,H(r,p) < <?(t,/>„

thus

K) - e(T0,p0) +(t

> < Tminand/> </'max]=>(T,/>) G //. (2.10)

Let T be the open triangular region bounded by L9 and the lines

{p = p0] and {t = Tmin}. (See Figure 5.) We assert that (7(0), p°(9)) G T

V0 G (0O, 0max). For we know (Definition 2.10) that (r°(9), p°(9)) G H n ß

and 0(t°(0), />°(0)) = 0 < 0max. Hence (t°(0), />°(0)) lies below Ls_, which

then implies p°(9) < />max. From (2.10) we conclude t°(0) > t^,,, and the

assertion is proved.

Now choose a sequence {9n} from (0O, +oo) such that 0„t0max. Then

(t°(0„), p°(9n)) G rcl Vn, so there exist a subsequence of {0„}, which we call

{0„} again, and a point (f, /T) G TcX such that

(tVJ./'VJ)^./). (2-11)
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Suppose (t, p) = (t0,p0); let e„ e2, R be as in Lemma 2.11. Let N be so large

that (t°(0„), p°(9„)) G /? whenever n > N; then from Lemma 2.11 we con-

clude that Vn > N, 9„ = 0(t°(0„), />°(0„)) G (0O - e„ 0O + e2). But by

Lemma 2.13 and (2.7)-(2.9) of the proof of Lemma 2.11, t° is a C1 diffeomor-

phism on (0O — £), 0O + e2), hence (strictly) monotone. Then since (0„) is

increasing and (t°(0o), p°(90)) = (t0, /j0), we cannot have t°(0„) -» t0; this

contradicts (2.11). Therefore (t, p) =£ (t0, />0). But since // is closed, (t,

p) G //; then Corollary 2.7 gives (f,/T) G ß. Since 0 is continuous on Q,

9(r,p) -Km  0(r°(0J,/'O(on)) =„lim  0„ = 0^;

hence Lemma 2.11 applies with 0 = 0max; let e„ e2, R, (t*, p*) be as in

Lemma 2.11 for (r,p), 9. Then (r°(9N), p°(9N)) G R n ß for some iV, and we

have

9N = 9(r0(9N),p°(9N)) G(0max - e„ 0max + e2),

(r°(0;v),/Jo(0;v))=(T*(0;v),Jp*(0JV)).

Then (r0,p°) and (t*, /?*) are c-9-p's on a neighborhood of 9N that agree at

9N, so by Corollary 2.12, (t°, /?°) = (t*, />*) on some neighborhood of 0^.

Thus we may extend (t°,/>°) to [0O, 0max + ej by defining (t°,/>°) = (t*,/>*)

on (0^, 0max + e2) and obtain a C1 function, hence a c-0-/>, on [0O, 0max + £2),

which contradicts the maximality of 0max. Hence 0max = + 00. □

Proposition 2.16. Let (t, p) G H n ß. 77ien (f, ,p) = (t°(0), /j°(0)) /o/-
ionie 0 > 0O.

Proof. Routine, using preceding results and methods of proof.

Thus, combining Propositions 2.14-2.16, we see that the entire curve

// D ßcl is given as a function of 0 by the function (t°,/?°) on [0O, +00).

Lemma 2.17. Along H n ßcl, S increases with increasing 9.

Proof. We know [1, §65] that near (t0, p0), S increases along H with

decreasing t. Then by Lemma 2.8, 5 increases along H n ßcl with increasing

0 for 0 near 0O. Lemma 2.11 and its proof imply ((t°)'(0), (p°)'(9)) =£ 0 for

0 > 0O; hence

j-9 S(t°(9),p°(9))*0   for0>0o,

by Corollary 2.3. Then we must have

^ S(t°(0),/(0))>O   for0>0o;

hence 0 -> S (t°(9),p°(9)) is increasing on [0O, + 00). □

Let us remark that our assumptions (1.8) and (1.9) imply

lim   e(T,p) = 0   Vt > 0. (2.12)
p->0+
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Using this, Lemma 2.6 and Corollary 2.7, it is easy to prove

Lemma 2.18. H n (ß')cl " given by a decreasing C1 function r = V(p)from

(0,p0] onto [t0, rmax), where

Tmax = T0 + 2e(T0,/>o)//>o.

Corollary 2.19. Along H n (Q')c], S increases with increasing p.

Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 2.17, using Corollary 2.3, the function G

of Lemma 2.8, and Lemma 2.18.

We can now give the

Proof of Propositions 1.2 and 1.3. We prove Proposition 1.2; Proposition

1.3 is similar.
1 ' sh oc k

Suppose <70- U with shock speed s. By Proposition 1.1, the condi-

tions (1.15H118) hold. It is known [1, §§54, 55, 59, 64] that (1.15)—(1.17)
imply

(r,p) e(%(Uo_uf u %'{Uo-u)2) n //,

where H, %, %' have center (t0, p0). Proposition 1.1 also gives v, vQ > 0.

Then (1.18) yields S > S0 (where S0 = S(r0, p0), S = S(t, />)). From

Corollary 2.19 we then conclude (r,p) G (Q')d; hence (r,p) G ^„„-^ D H.

In particular (r,p) G ß, so t < t0; then (1.15) yields v < u0, so u < u0.

Now suppose u < u0 and (t, p) G %^Uo-uy2 n H. If s is to be the shock

speed, then (1.15) is satisfied iff

s =(pu - p0u0)/(p - p0).

Using this value of s, one shows easily, by reversing the arguments of [1] cited

above, that U0, U and s also satisfy (1.16) and (1.17). Since (t, p) G 9<^Uo_u)2,

p > p0 and/j > p0. Then

pu - p0u0      pu - p0u
s =- <-= u.

P - Po P - Po

So s < u, Uq, and m > 0. But S > S0 by Lemma 2.17 (and Propositions
1 •SnOCiC

2.14-2.16, etc.), since (r,p) G H n ß; thus (1.18) holds, and U0- U.

Now recall that in this paper all shocks are required to satisfy the Lax

shock conditions (1.19). Thus for the purposes of this paper, the proof is not

complete until (1.19) is proved. But (1.19) is a simple consequence of

Corollary 2.4 and the fact that p > p0 and (t, p) G H. □

Observe that the above proof also establishes

Proposition 2.20. Shocks always satisfy (1.19).

Lemma 2.21. lime^+oo/?°(0) = + oo.
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Proof. Suppose not. Then we can find M > 0 and a sequence {0„} from

(0O, + oo) such that 9„ -» + oo and/?°(0„) < M Vn. We have, for each n,

to - t°(0„)       t0 - r°(0„) '

since (t°(9„), p°(9„)) G ß. (See Definition 2.10(c).) Since 0„ -» + oo, we must

have t°(0„) -^ t0. There exist a subsequence of {0„}, which we call {0„} again,

and a number/? G [pQ, M] such thatp°(9n) -*p. Suppose/? = pQ. Let R be as

in Lemma 2.11 for (t0, p0), 90. Then since (t°(0„), p°(9„)) -h» (t0, p) = (t0, p0),

(t°(0„), p°(9„)) G /? for arbitrarily large 0„, a contradiction. Hence p > p0.

But since H is closed, it follows that (t0, p) e. H, which contradicts Corollary

2.7. □

Lemma 2.22. For every a > 0, %a n H ¥= 0- In other words, the function

a°(9), 9 G [0O, + oo) defined by

a°(9) =V(to-t°(0))(/7°(0)-jPo)

assumes a// nonnegative values.

Proof. Suppose 3a > 0 such that V0 > 0O, (t°(0), p°(9)) lies to the right

of %a, i.e.,

r°(0) > r0 - a/(p°(9) - Po)       (9 > 0O). (2.13)

Then from (1.20) and (2.13),

e(r°(9),p°(9)) - e(r0,p0) =(r0 - r°(0)) P°{9\ +P°

a    PV)+Po      a a       .
<—   —->—    as 0^+oo,

2    P°(9)-Po      2

by Lemma 2.21. Hence e(T°(9),p°(9)) is bounded above for 0 > 0O.

Choose 0, > 0O so large that Le n %a is a point (t,,/?,) G ß, i.e., t, > 0.

Then V0 > 0„ (t°(0),p°(9)) lies above i», and to the right of %a; thus

t°(0) > t,       (0 > 0,). (2.14)

Let S°(9) = S(t°(9), p°(9)) (9 > 0O) and suppose 3M > 0 such that

V0 > 0O, S°(9) < M. By Lemma 2.17, 5°(0) > S(r0, p0) V0 > 0O. Thus

V0 > 0„ (t°(0), S°(9)) G [t„ t0] X [S(t0,p0), M]. But g is bounded above on

[t„ t0] X [^(to, p0), M], so p°(9) = g(T°(9), S°(9)) is bounded above for

0 > 0,, which contradicts Lemma 2.21. Therefore 5°(0) assumes arbitrarily

large values for 0 > 0O.

Finally, observe that V0 > 0O,

e(r°(0),/>°(0)) = e(T°(«), S°(9)) > e(r0, S°(9)), (2.15)
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by (1.3). But the left member of (2.21) is bounded above, whereas by (1.9) the

right member is not, yielding a contradiction.   □

3. Existence of solutions. In this section we prove that for any energy

function e (see Definition 1.4), the R. P. with arbitrary initial data (Ut, Ur)

always has a solution. In order to do this, it is sometimes necessary, as usual,

to allow a "void" constant state (p, e, p = 0), corresponding to a region in

which there is no gas. (See [5], and Theorem 3.5, below.)

We first use the results of §2 to investigate shocks. Throughout this section

we assume that we are given arbitrary fixed initial data ( U¡, Ur). We define

Sl-{U\U,^^U},       S3={u\U^Lur}.

Recall U, = (rhPh u,), Ur = (rr,Pr, ur). Let //', ß', 9', 9„ Ll9, (r',p'), % and

a' be the H, Q, 9, 90, L9, (r°,p°), %a and a0 of §2 referred to the center (t„p,)

instead of (r0,p0); thus, for example, //' is the Hugoniot curve with center (t„

Pi), 9'(r,p) = (p - p¡)/(t, - t) for t ^ t„ and

a'{9) =V(t,-t'(0))(/>'(0)-/>/) (0 g[0„ +00)).

Define Hr, Qr, 9", 9r, U9, (rr,pr), Wa and ar similarly relative to (rr,pr). Then

we have

Proposition 3.1. S, = {Ux(9)\9 > 9,} where t/,(0) = (t'(0),p'(9), u'(9))

(9 > 9,), and u'(9) = u, - a'(9) (9 > 9,). Thus (V, p') is C1 on [9„ +oo)

with (r'(9l),pl(9,)) = (r!,pl), and

(r'(9),p'(9)) G //' n Q' n V9   for 9 > 9, (3.1)

Moreover, (pl, u') is continuous and infective on [9,, +oo), (p'(9¡), u'(9¡)) =

(p¡, u¡), lim9^ + oc p'(9) = + oo, and u'(9) is not bounded below as 9 —» + oo.

Proof. Propositions 2.14 and 2.15 imply the existence of a c-9-p (r',pl) on

[9„ + oo). Thus by Definition 2.10, (r',p') is C\ (rl(9,),p'(9,)) = (r„p,), and

(3.1) holds. By Lemma 2.21, lim9_++oo/>/(0) = + oo; by Lemma 2.22, u'(9) is

not bounded below as 0^ + oo. Also u' is clearly continuous; hence so is

(/>', «')• It is easily verified that Sx = {t/,(0)|0 > 0/}, and that (pl, «') is

injective. □

Similarly we have

Proposition 3.2. S3 = {U3(9)\9 > 9r} where U3(9) = (rr(9),pr(9), ur(9)),

ur(9) = ur + ar(9) (9 > 9r). Thus (rr, pr) is C1 on [9r, +oo) with (rr(9r),

Pr(9r)) = (rr,pr),and

(rr(9),pr(9)) EFnö'n L;   for 9 > 9r. (3.2)

Moreover, (pr, ur) is continuous and injective on [9r, +oo), (pr(9r), ur(9r)) =

(pr, ur), ^vm.9^+   pr(9) = + oo, and ur(9) is not bounded above as 9 —» + oo.
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We now study the rarefaction wave curves. Let

wx=[u\u,^^u},     w3={u\u^^ur}.

Proposition 3.3. Along Wx, U is a continuous function Ux(p) = (tx(p), p,

u\{p)) °f P G (0, pi\; ux is continuous and decreasing and maps (0, p,] onto [u„

"max)> some Kmax G (u„ + oo].

Proof. Suppose vx and v2 are independent 1-Riemann invariants. Then by

[3], U G Wx iff

vx(U) = vx(U,),   v2(U) = v2(U,),   u-OUt-e,. (3.3)

Moreover, using equations equivalent to (1.1) with unknowns p, u, S, we

see [3] that we may take

vx(U) = S,       v2(U) = u + h(p, S), (3.4)

where

h(p,S) = fPp-^fp(p,S)  dp,

so that

3n(p,S)/3p = c/p. (3.5)

(Here/(p, S) = g(p~l, S); see (1.13).) Then by (3.3) and (3.4), U G Wx iff

S = S„ (3.6)

u + h(p, S,) = u, + h(p„ S,), (3.7)

u — c > u¡ — c¡. (3.8)

By (3.7) and (3.5), u is a decreasing function of p along Wx. Its domain is

restricted by (3.8) as follows. Since 8tt(t, S) = p\pffil>(p, S) + 2/p(p, 5)], (1.7)

implies

p/pp + 2/p > 0. (3.9)

Then along Wx we have

|(M-c)=-AMP)S/)_^^^=__L(2/p + p/pp)<0.

So assuming (3.6) and (3.7), (3.8) is equivalent to p G (0, p¡\, thus along Wx, u

is a continuous, decreasing function of p, defined for p G (0, p¡]. Since

p = g(p~\ S¡) along Wx, (1.2), (1.3) and (1.5) imply that along Wx, p is a

continuous, increasing function of p mapping (0, p,] onto (0, p,\ It follows

that along Wx, t is a continuous, decreasing function rx(p) of/» G (0,/j,], and

« is a continuous, decreasing function ux(p) of p G (0,/?/], with range [u,, wmax)

for some wmax G (m„ + oo]. Thus along Wx, U is a continuous function

^i(/') = (ti(/0,/>, "i(/>)) of/> G (0,p¡] as desired. D
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Similarly we have

Proposition 3.4. ^4/ong W3, U is a continuous function U3(p) = (r3(p), p,

u3(p)) of p G (0,pr]; u3 is continuous and increasing and maps (0,pr] onto (»„„„,

ur]for some umin G [- oo, ur).

Theorem 3.5. Ifumin < wmax, then the R. P. (with initial data (U¡, Ur)) has a

solution. If umin > Mmax, then the R. P. has no solution; however, if we allow p,

p, e = 0, then the R. P. has a solution.

Proof. Let C, = Sx u Wx, C3 = S3 u W3. Thus

cx^{u\u,-u},     c3 = {u\u-ur}.

Case 1. t/max > Mmin. Let C, (resp. C3) be the projection of Cx (resp. Cj)

onto the (p, w)-plane. Then from Propositions 3.1—3.4 it is easy to see that C,

and C3 must intersect, i.e., there is a (p, û~) G Cx n C3. Hence 3t,, t3 >

0 3 (rx,p, u) G C, and (r3,p, ÏÏ) G C3. Then the R. P. has the solution

1      . _x    contact     .        _   _\    3
U, — (rx,p, u) - (r3,p, u) — Ur.

Case 2. wmax < umin. If the problem had a solution, then there would exist

states Ux and U3 such that

Figure 6.   The case of the vacuum.

These relations imply Ux G C,, w, = w3 and C/3 G C3; then, using Proposi-

tions 3.1-3.4, also ux < wmax and u3 > «„„„, a contradiction. Hence there is no

solution. But if we allow p, p, e = 0 (corresponding to a vacuum), then we can

connect U¡ and Ur each by a (complete) rarefaction wave to a constant "void"

state (p, e = 0, u undefined). (See [5], and Figure 6.) To see that these two
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waves do not overlap, we note that u — c < wmax on Wx, and u + c > umin on

W3. Thus our "solution" is

l-wave . .    3-wave
U, -void- Ur.   U

4. Uniqueness and nonuniqueness of solutions. In this section we show that

the condition MEDIUM is necessary and sufficient for uniqueness of

solutions of the R. P. (See Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.13.) We first prove the

sufficiency. To obtain uniqueness, we replace Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 by

Propositions 4.3 and 4.4, which assert that when MEDIUM holds, the curves

Sx and 53 have a simpler form: along 5, (the projection of S, onto the (p,

u)-plane), u is a decreasing function ofp; along S3, u is an increasing function

of p. Then the curves C, and C3 can intersect in at most one point. (See

Figure 8.)

Lemma 4.1. Suppose e satisfies WEAK. Then along //, t = V(p), where V is

a C ' function defined on (0, + oo).

Proof. Straightforward.

When WEAK holds, we define

«o(/0 =V(t0- V(p))(p-p0) (p > 0). (4.1)

Lemma 4.2. Suppose e satisfies MEDIUM. Then

-j¿ <h(p) > 0       (p> Po).

Proof. Let H° denote the Hugoniot curve with center (t0, p0). Since

WEAK holds, we have t = V°(p) along H° by Lemma 4.1 ; also,

HT(T,p)>0. (4.2)

As in (4.1), we define a0 by

V/0 =V(To- V°(p))(p-po) (p > 0).

Then

dp        KP) H,(V«(p),p)

We write t = V°(p); then, using (1.23), we obtain

Í  V°^
(d/dp)e(T,p)-(T0-T)/2

(t0 - r) + (p - Po)
2a0(p) (-gT)(d/dp)e(T,p)-(p-po)/2
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But

/        \   9     /       \       P ~Po ^ n
(-8r) fy e(r,p)-2— > °

by (4.2) and (1.23), so

d      í \ ^ o       9    i     \ ^ (p - />o)(To - T) „ „
TT «oí/7) > 0 <=> ̂r- e(r,/j) >-—- .       (4.3)
dp    oyF> dp   v ty>     (_gT)(To_T) + (/,_Po)        v    ;

We also have

d      . ,   . n      9    t     ..         (P - Po)(ro - t)
— a0(p) < 0<=> -^ e(r,p) <- ,       (4.4)
* dP (-&)(.*<,-r) + (p-p0) y     '

which we shall use later.

Let (rx,px) G //° n ß (see (2.1)); then t, = V°(px). We must prove

i «oOOU, > o.

By (4.3), it suffices to prove

_3_   , (Pi- Po)(To - T0 M«

dpeiTuPl)>(-g^P.))(ro-rx) + (px-Po)- (45)

Let //' be the Hugoniot curve with center (t„ px), and let t = K'(/7) along

//' as in Lemma 4.1. Then (t0,p0) G H\ so t0 = ^'(.Po). Since t0 > t, and

Po < px, Lemma 2.18 gives t0 = V\p0) G [t„ t^J, where T^ax = t, +

[2-e(rx,px)//?,]. Hence

0 < t0 - t, < 2e(jx,px)/px. (4.6)

Also,

0 < />, - />0 < />.• (4-7)

Now observe that

(Pi -IqXtq-t,)
T-;-^-r—-r = f(r0 ~ rltPl - p0),      (4.8)
{-gT(TvPi))(To - t,) + (/>, - p0)

where /is the function

f(x,y) = xy/ (ax + by)       (x,y > 0),

where a = - gT(T„/?,) > 0, 6 = 1 > 0. But/satisfies df/dx > 0, df/dy > 0;
hence from (4.6) and (4.7) we get

, 2el
/(t0- Ti.Pi - Po) </

i(*\>P\)       \
~}V-'Pl)

M^uPi) .  3    ,        .
< ^e(Ti'PO'

(-gT(rx,px))2e(Tx,px)/px+px       dp

by MEDIUM and Proposition 1.5. This, together with (4.8), proves (4.5). fj
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Proposition 4.3. Suppose e satisfies MEDIUM. Then along S,, U is a

continuous function Ux(p) = (rx(p),p, ux(p)) of p > p¡, and ux is a continuous,

decreasing function mapping (p„ + oo) onto (—00, u¡).

Proof. Let //' be the Hugoniot curve with center (17, p,); let t = V'(p)

along H' as in Lemma 4.1, and define

<P) =}/(r, - V (P))(P - Pt) (P > 0).

Define t, = V' and ux(p) = u, - a,(p) (p > p¡). □

Similarly we have

Proposition 4.4. Suppose e satisfies MEDIUM. Then along S3, U is a

continuous function U3(p) = (r3(p), p, u3(p)) of p > pr, and u3 is a continuous,

increasing function mapping (pr, + 00) onto (ur, + 00).

Theorem 4.5. Suppose e satisfies MEDIUM. Then the R. P. always has a

unique solution (in the sense of Theorem 3.5).

Proof. We are given arbitrary initial data (U¡, Ur). As in Theorem 3.5, let

C, = Sx u Wx, C3 = S3 u W3. Combining Propositions 3.3 and 4.3, we have

Along C„ U is a continuous function Ux(p) = (rx(p), p,

ux(p)) of p > 0; m, is a continuous, decreasing function

mapping (0, +00) onto (-00, Mmax), for some «max G (u„

+ 00].

(See Figure 7.) Similarly, Propositions 3.4 and 4.4 give

Along C3, U is a continuous function U3(p) = (r3(p), p,

U3ÍP)) oí p > 0; u3 is a continuous, increasing function

mapping (0, + 00) onto (umin, + 00), for some unún G [ - 00,

ur).

(4.9)

(4.10)

W   = graph of u  .

(Pr + oo)

Figure 7.   m is a decreasing function of p along Ct.
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Case 1. umax > wmin. Let C, (resp. C3) be the projection of C, (resp. C3)

onto the (p, «)-plane. Then C, is the graph of u„ and C3 is the graph of u3. A

solution of R. P. is uniquely determined by states Ux, U3 such that

U,—  Ux
contact

iA — ur.

For such states Ux, U3 we must have Ux G C,, t/3GC3 and (/?,, ux) = (p3, u3).

In this case, denote px and p3 by p; then by (4.9) and (4.10), p uniquely

determines Ux and U3, and w,(/>) = u3(p). But «, is decreasing and u3 is

increasing, so ux — u3 is decreasing; hence ux(p) = m3(/?) can hold for at most

one p. (See Figure 8.) Thus there can be at most one solution of the R. P.

ux(p) = u3(p)

min

Figure 8.  The strict monotonicity of Cl and C3 assures uniqueness.

Here it is necessary to stipulate that in the case wmax > «„„„, we do not

admit the void state (p, e = 0, u undefined). (See Theorem 3.5, Case 2.)

Case 2. wmax < umin. Clearly there is only one way to connect U, (left) to

the void state on the right by a complete 1-rarefaction wave; similarly for

. ,    3-wave     , __
void - Ur.    □

We turn now to nonuniqueness. We begin by showing two different ways

in which a property of the Hugoniot curve allows one to construct initial data

( U„ Ur) for which the R. P. has more than one solution.

Convention 4.6. H will always denote the Hugoniot curve with center (t0,

Po). Similarly, we shall always denote

Q = (0, t0) X (po, +00),

9 = (p - />o)/(t0 - t) (t ¥= t0),

%a — upper branch of hyperbola (t0 — t)(/> — p0) = a,

L9 = line through (t0, p0) with slope -0(0 > 0).

(See, for example, Lemma 4.10, below.)

First, suppose we have two distinct points (tx,px), (t2, p2) and a > 0 such
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(t,,/>,) G %a2 n H (4.11)

for / = 1, 2. (See Figure 9.) Let u, be arbitrary and let U, = (t0, p0, u¡),

Ur — (To> Po, ui - 2a). Then (4.11) and Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 yield the

following two solutions of the R. P. with data (U¡, Ur):

1-shock 3-shock
U, - (t„/>„ u, - a) - Ur,

1-shock 3-shock
U, - (t2,/>2, u, - a) - Ur.

(4.12)

(4.13)

Figure 9.   The behavior of H that gives rise to type I nonuniqueness.

Clearly, if we have n distinct points (t,,/>,), . . . , (t„,/>„) that satisfy (4.11) for

i = 1, . . . , n, then we obtain n distinct solutions of the R. P. with data (U¡,

Ur). Motivated by the above, we make

Definition 4.7. We say that type I nonuniqueness holds for ( U„ Ur) if U, and

Ur have the same thermodynamic variables (t0,p0) and there exist distinct (t,,

px) and (t2, p2) that satisfy (4.11), where 2a = u¡ — ur; then the R. P. with

data (U„ Ur) has the two distinct solutions (4.12) and (4.13), which we call

type I solutions. The (type I) nonuniqueness is n-fold if there exist n (type I)

solutions.

Now suppose we have/i > p0 and 0 < t, < t2 < t0 such that

(tx,p),(t2,p)EH. (4.14)

(See Figure 10.) Let a and b satisfy

_(tuf) G %t,       (?2,P) e Xfl2 (4.15)

(e.g., a =\(t0 — T2)(p —po) ); then b > a > 0. Let u, be arbitrary and define

V, = (t0, Po, «/), Ur = (to, po, u, - (a + b)). Then by (4.14), (4.15),
Propositions 1.2 and 1.3, and the meaning of contact discontinuity, the R. P.

with data (U¡, Ur) has the following two solutions:

act _ 3-shock
— (t2,/>, u, - b) - Ur,    (4.16)

act     .       _ .    3-shock    ,, , _.
— (t„/,,«,- a) - £/r.     (4.17)

C/,

£/i

1-shock

1-shock

(tx,p,u, - b)

(t2,P,u, - a)
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Figure 10.    The behavior oí H that gives rise to type II nonuniqueness.

Definition 4.8. We say that type II nonuniqueness holds for ( U„ Ur) if U,

and Ur have the same thermodynamic variables (t0, p0) and there exist

p > po, t,, t2 G (0, t0) with t, < t2, a > 0 and b > 0 such that u¡ — ur = a +

b and (4.14) and (4.15) hold; then the R. P. with data (U„ Ur) has the two

solutions (4.16) and (4.17), which we call type II solutions.

We now prove that MEDIUM is necessary for uniqueness. Some of the

lemmas below are stronger than necessary; these strengthened statements will

be used in §5 to obtain stability.

Convention 4.9. We shall henceforth often use a more informal notation, in

which all derivatives are assumed to be taken along //. Here are two

examples:

ÉL
de (*.*) de 'Wl.-.,.

where t„ p are as above and 0, = 0(t,, p); d.T / dp = V'(p) when WEAK

holds and V is as in Lemma 4.1.

Lemma 4.10. Suppose e satisfies WEAK, but violates MEDIUM. Then there

exist (t0,Po), and(Tx,px) G H n ß, such that

da

dp
<0,

(t,,/>|)

dp
d9

>0.
(r„p,)

(See Conventions 4.6 and 4.9; here, and often in what follows, we also denote

« =V(To- T)(P -Po)-)

Proof. Since e violates MEDIUM, then by Proposition 1.5 there exists (t„

px) such that

a 2e(Tx,px)

Íe^p^<-7-,   ,, ,       w   ï+     • (4-18)
dP -gÁT\,Pi) ■ i2e(T\,P\)/Pi) + Pi
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Let //' be the Hugoniot curve with center (t„ />,). We obtain the first

inequality by choosing (t0, p0) G Hl with p0 > 0 sufficiently small, using

Lemma 2.18 and (4.4). The second inequality is clear. □

Now suppose (t, p) satisfies H(t, p) = 0 and Ht(t, p) * 0. Then t is a

function of p along //, near (t,/j); hence dr/ dp exists and

d9 _ (To - T) + (P - Pa)àr/dp

dp (t0 - t)2

if t * t0; by Lemma 2.9, d.9/dp ¥= 0; thus dp/'de exists and is nonzero. In

particular, if (t, p) G H, p >p0 and Ht(t, p) =h 0, then by (4.19) the fol-

lowing hold:

f*0, (4.20)
*>0«4>1Z^, (4.21)
d9 dp      p - po v      '

dP ^ n      dT   . t — To       rfr    . n ,. «-s— < 0 <^> — <-=> — < 0. (4.22)
d9 dp      p - po      dp v      '

Lemma 4.11. Suppose e violates WEAK. Then there exist (t0, p0), and (t2,

p) G H n ß, swcn í/iaí

<0'      Te(™) rfö
<o.

Proof. Since WEAK fails, 3(t2,/T) such that

j-e(T2,p)< P (4.23)
4P - 2gT(T2,/?)

Let // be the Hugoniot curve with center (t2, p), and let t = J^Cp) along //

for/) G (0,/T], as in Lemma 2.18. By (4.23),

(-gÁT2,P))^e(T2,p)-j <0;

hence we can find/>0 G (0,p) such that

(-^P)) Yp <T2'P>> - ^ < a (424)

Write t0 = V(po); then (t0,/>0) G H, so (t2,p) G H. But (4.19) holds for any

(t, p) G H for which Ht(t, p) =£ 0 and /> > />0; in particular (4.19) holds for

(t,p) = (t2,p), by (4.24) and (2.2). Then by (4.24) we see that
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de
dP

(T2./>)

< 0<=>(-gr(^2,P))^re(T2,p)-
".Po

> (P -Po)

dp

Tpe(T2,p)--

(t0 -  T2)

dp ^(T2,/')[(-gT(T2,JP))(To -  T2) -  (p -Po)]   > 0,

which is true by Corollary 2.4 and (1.22). Then also

dp/d9\(T ■ p) <0.

It follows from (4.22) that

dT/dp\^ß) < 0.   D

Combining Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11 gives

Lemma 4.12. Suppose e violates MEDIUM. Then there exist (t0,/>0), and (tx,

px) G H n Q,such that

da

(rhPi)

dp<o,      Z *o.
<T|,Pi)

Theorem 4.13. Suppose e violates MEDIUM. 77ten uniqueness fails; there

exist initial data (U,, Ur) for which 3-fold type I nonuniqueness holds.

Proof. By Lemma 4.12, there exist (t0, p0), and (t2, p2) G H n ß, such

that

da/d9\ i-'i.Pi) <0.

Let 02 = 9(t2,p2) (and, as always, 0O = 9(t0,p0) = - dp/dT\(To¡pJ. Then

da°(9)/d9\9=9<0.

Thus a°(9) > a°(92) for 0 < 02, 0 near 02; a°(9) < a°(92) for 0 > 02, near 02.

But a°(0o) = 0, so 30, G (0O, 02) such that a°(9x) = a°(92). Moreover, by

Lemma 2.22, we can find arbitrarily large 0 such that a°(9) > a°(92), so

303 G (02, + oo) such that a°(03) = a°(92). Let a = a°(02), and let (t,.,

Pi) = (t°(0,), p°(9¡)) for i = 1, 2, 3. Then the (t¡, /7,)'s are distinct and satisfy

(4.11). Let U, = (t0, Po, u¡), Ur = (t0,Po, ui ~~ 2a), where u, is arbitrary. Then

3-fold type I nonuniqueness holds for ( U¡, Ur). (See Figure 11.)   □

Thus we see from Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.13 that the condition

MEDIUM is necessary and sufficient for uniqueness of solutions of the R. P.

We conclude this section by showing that when WEAK fails, type II

nonuniqueness occurs.

Lemma 4.14. Suppose e violates WEAK. Then there exist a point (t0,P0), "n

open interval N c (p0, + oo) and three C ' functions Vx, V2, V3 on N such that
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(Vl(p),p)EH       (p G N, i = 1, 2, 3),

Vy(P)< V2(p)< V3(p)       (pEN),

Vi(p)<0       (pEN),

HT(Vi(p),p)^0       (pE N, i-l, 2, 3).

(See Figure 12.)

Proof. Use Lemma 4.11.

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

WEAK and not-MEDIUM not-WEAK

Figure 11.    3-fold type I nonuniqueness occurs whenever MEDIUM fails.

1 2 0

Figure 12.   Type II nonuniqueness.

Theorem 4.15. Suppose e violates WEAK. 77ien there exist initial data (U„

Ur) for which type II nonuniqueness holds.

Proof. Let (t0,/>0), N, Vx, V2 and V3 be as in Lemma 4.14. Choose p G N,

and let t, = Vx(ß), t2 = V2(p); then (t„ p), (t2, p) E H. Also, p > Po, so by

Corollary 2.7, t„ t2 < t0; by (4.26), tx < t2. (See Figure 12.) It is now clear

from Definition 4.8 and the remarks preceding it that data (U,, Ur) can be

found for which type II nonuniqueness holds.    □
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Observe that, although the violation of WEAK implies the occurrence of

both type I and type II nonuniqueness, the data ( U¡, Ur) given by Theorems

4.13 and 4.15 need not be the same. In the next section we shall prove that

(when WEAK fails) there always exists one set of data ( U„ Ur) for which type

I and type II nonuniqueness hold simultaneously, and for which the resulting

5-fold nonuniqueness is stable.

5. Stability of the nonunique solutions. We begin by providing a meaning

for the title of this section.

Suppose we have initial data (t/,0, Up) for which n-fold nonuniqueness

(type I, type II, both, or neither) holds, i.e., the R. P. with data (U°, Up) has n

distinct solutions,

up _L t/,o ^02- Ui-° -Up       (1< i < n). (5.1)

Definition 5.1. We say the n-fold nonuniqueness is stable if there exists a

neighborhood 91 of (UP, UP) such that

(a) for any (U„ Ur) E 91, the R. P. with data (U„ Ur) has n solutions;

(b) these n solutions can be expressed,

contact "^

U, - U\(U„ Ur) - Ui(U„ Ur) - U,       ((£/„ U,) G , i = 1, . . . , n),

in such a way that

Uj(U„Ur)-*UJ'°       (y = l,3;/=l, . . . , n)

M(U„Ur)^(Up,UP).
In this section we shall prove that for all types of n-fold nonuniqueness

considered, the data can be chosen so that the n-fold nonuniqueness is stable.

Thus when MEDIUM fails, there exist data that exhibit 3-fold type I

nonuniqueness, and for which the 3-fold nonuniqueness is stable. (See

Theorem 5.4.) When WEAK fails, we can find data that exhibit simul-

taneously 3-fold type I nonuniqueness and (2-fold) type II nonuniqueness,

and for which the 5-fold nonuniqueness is stable. (See Theorem 5.6.)

We begin with type I nonuniqueness; the following two lemmas provide

sufficient conditions for stability.

Lemma 5.2. Suppose 0O < 0, < 02 < 03, a > 0 and

da/d9\9=9i^0       (/= 1,2,3), (5.2)

dp/d9\9=9i ̂  0       (i - 1, 2, 3), (5.3)

a°(9i) = a       (/=1,2,3). (5.4)

Let u0 be arbitrary and let t/,0 = (t0, p0, u0), Up = (t0, p0, u0 — 2a). Then the

R. P. with data (UP, i/r°) has three type I solutions for which the 3-fold

nonuniqueness is stable.
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Proof. Let (t„ p,) = (t°(0,), />°(0,)) (i = 1, 2, 3). Then by (5.4), the R. P.
with data ( UP, UP) has the three type I solutions,

n    l-shock contact 3-shock    _r„

Ui   - (t,>/>,> "o - a) - (t„/>„ «o - a) - Up

(i = 1, 2, 3),   (5.5)

which we have expressed in the form of (5.1). From (5.3), it is easy to see that

//t(t„/7,) ^ 0 (/ = 1, 2, 3). For any point (tc,pc) as center, we define

P + Pc
H(tc,Pc; T,p) = e(r,p) - e(Tc,pc) + (t - tc) —-— (tc,Pc, t,P > 0).

(5.6)

Then //t(t0, p0; t„ p¡) ¥= 0 (i = 1,2, 3), so by the implicit function theorem

there exist neighborhoods N¡ of (t0, />0, p¡) and C ' functions V¡ on N¡ such

that

V¡(to, Pol Pi) « t,       0 = L2,3), (5.7)

# (tc,/>c; ^(t^a;./»),/») = 0       ((tc,/>„/>) G AT,, i = 1, 2, 3),     (5.8)

and we may assume

N¡ n rV, =0       (1 < / <y < 3),

(Tc,pc,p) E Ni ^p > pc       (i = 1, 2, 3). (5.9)

For brevity, we shall usually write

V,c(p)=Vi(Tc,pc;p)        ((Tc,Pc,p)ENi). (5.10)

We also define

t)(tc,Pc; T,p) =-y/(Tc - r)(p - pc) , (5.11)

and we abbreviate tjc(t,/?) = t\(tc,pc; t,p). In similar fashion, we define

Oc(p) = r(VnP)>P)   when (rc,pc,p) E N,. (5.12)

By Lemma 2.9, (5.2), and the fact that Ht(t¡,p¡) ^ 0, we have

da

dp
= da

(r,Pl)      d9
^0       (i = 1, 2, 3),I(t„p,)     ̂

which, in the notation (5.10)—(5.12), can be expressed,

4>(Pi)*0       0 = 1,2,3). (5.13)

Define

®(t„p„ u„ Tr,pr,p) = (t„p„ u„ T„p„ u, - (a,(p) + ar(p))),

for all (t„ Pi, u„ tt, pr, p) for which (t¡, p¡, p), (rr, pr, p) E N¡ for some i. (Here,

for example, a,(p) = y'(V¡(p),p) when (T„p¡,p) G N¡; see (5.10)—(5.12).) í> is
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a C1 function defined on an open set containing {(t0, Pq, u0, t0,p0,P¡)\í = 1,

2, 3}, and has Jacobian matrix of the form

1

1
1 o

0      1
1

*****  ^(u,-(fl,(p)+ar(p)))

hence its Jacobian determinant is given by

J*("TbPh "/> Tr,Pr,P) = g- ("/ - (a,(p) + ar(p))) = -(a'i(p) + a'r(p)),

whence

J*(to,Po, Uo>To,Po>Pi)- -(a'o(Pi) + «ó(/>/)) = -2a0(/',) ^ °

(/ = 1, 2, 3).

Moreover,

#(t0,,Po, "o, To,Po,Pi) = (t0,/>o> "o, To/'o, "o - (ao(P¡) + ao(Pi)))

= (t0,/>o, "o> t0,Po> "o - 2a) (/ = 1, 2, 3), (5.14)

since a0(.P,) = TATi> Pi) = a°(9¡) = a by (5.4) and (5.7). Hence there exist

neighborhoods 91L, of (t0, p0, u0, t0, />0, p¡) and % of (tq, /»„, «,„ To, po,

u0 — 2a) such that í>|g^ isa C1 diffeomorphism of 911, onto 91,; we may

assume

911,. n % = 0       (1 < i <j < 3). (5.15)

In addition, (5.9) implies

(t„p„ u„ Tr,pr,p) E 91L,. =>/> >p„pr       (i = 1, 2, 3). (5.16)

Observe that (U,°, UP) = (tq, p0, u0, T& />0, «0 ~ 2a)- Let 91 = 91, n 9!^ n

%; 91 is a neighborhood of (i/,°, t/r°). Let (t/„ t/r) G 91. Then \/i,(r„p„ u„

rr,pr, ur) = (U„ Ur) G 91,, so there is a/>,> 0 with (t,,/»,, m„ rr,/>r, />,) G 911,

such that ®(t„p„ u„ TT,pr, />,) =Jj„p„ Uj, Tr,pr, ur). Since also <&(t„p„ u„ tt,

Pr'Pt) = (ti,Pi, ut, Tr>Pr> "/ - (ö/(p,) + *,(P,))), we have

", = «,- («/(Â) +_^<Ä))       (' = U 2, 3); (5.17)
moreover p¡ >/>,, /?r by (5.16). Here p¡ is a C ' function of ( U,, Ur); in fact, it is

the last coordinate function of the C1 diffeomorphism ($|gn,.)-I|9f Note that
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by (5.15), the p¡'s are distinct. Thus from (5.8) and (5.17) we see that the R. P.

with data (U,, Ur) has the following three distinct solutions, for /' = 1, 2, 3:

Ul^^(V<(p-l),-p-i,ul-a,(-p-i))

^- (Vim, »-*, + *(*)) ±^ "r, (5.18)

which establishes condition (a) of Definition 5.1.

By (5.14) and the fact that ($|gn,.)-1 is continuous on 9L,-,^-»/?,. as (U,,

Ur)^(U,°,Up). Letting

U\(U„ Ur) = (V,'(Ji), Ji,u, - a,(Ji)),

u-3(u„ ur) = (vr(Ji), Ji,ur + a,(7,)),

we see that the solutions (5.18) are expressible as

V, - í/f (U„ Ur) Zm. UÍ(U„ Ur) - Ur       (i = 1, 2, 3),

and UJ(U„ U,)-+(Ti,Pi, u0 - a) as (U„ Ur)^(Up, Up) (i = 1, 2, 3;j = 1, 3)

(see (5.17)).  Referring  to (5.1) and (5.5), we see that condition (b) of

Definition 5.1 holds. □

We can also establish

Lemma 5.3. Let 90<TX<9<W2, and suppose a°(J~x) > a°(9) > a^fj,

(a°)'(0) ^ 0 and (/>°)'(0) ¥= 0. 77ien for any open interval I containing a°(9),

there exist 0,, 02, 03 and a E I with 0O < 0, < 02 < 03, such that a°(0,) = a,

(a°)'(9i) * 0 and (/>°)'(0,) * 0 (i - 1, 2, 3).

As a corollary to the preceding two lemmas and Lemma 4.12, we have

Theorem 5.4. Suppose e violates MEDIUM. 77¡en there exist data (UP, Up)

for which 3-fold type I nonuniqueness holds and the 3-fold nonuniqueness is

stable.

Proof. By Lemma 4.12, there exist a center (t0, pQ), and a point (f,

p) G H n ß (see (2.1)), such that

da dp
<0'        -£

(r.ß) de
*o.

(t-jo
Let 0 = 0(f,^)2_then_0 > 0O, (a°)'(9) < 0 and (/>°)'(0) ¥= 0. Then there exist

0, G(0O, 0) and 02> 0 such that a°(9~x) > a°(0) > a°(F2). By Lemma 5.3, there

exist 0,, 02, 03 and a > 0 with 0O < 0, < 02 < 03, such that a°(0,) = a,

(a°)'(0,) ^ 0 and (/j°)'(0,) ^0 (/ = 1, 2, 3). Let w0 be arbitrary and let

UP = (t0, po, u0), UP = (t0, Pq, u0 - 2a). By Lemma 5.2 the R. P. with data

(U¡°, Up) has three type I solutions for which the 3-fold nonuniqueness is

stable. □



da

(r,p) dp
*= 0. (5.20)

(■*2<ß)
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In preparation for Theorem 5.6, we prove the following lemma, which gives

a sufficient condition for stability in the case of type II nonuniqueness.

Lemma 5.5. Suppose (tx,p), (t2,p) E H n ß with tx < t2 and

Ht(tx,p),Ht(t2,p)*0, (5.19)

da
dp

Let u0 be arbitrary and let Up = (tq, p0, u0), UP = (t0, p0, u0 - (a0 + b0)),

where a0 = tj°(t2, p), b0 = t¡°(tx, p). Then type II nonuniqueness holds for the

data ( U,°, UP), and the (2-fold) nonuniqueness is stable.

Proof. First recall that the R. P. with data (U¡°, UP) has the two type II
solutions,

,,n    I-shock     .       _ .     contact     . ,   .     3-shock    Tr{.
U,   - (t„/>, u, - b0) - (t2,P, u, - b0) - UP,

o    1-shock     ,       _ .     contact     .       _ .    3-shock        n       ^ '
UP - (t2,p, u, - a0) - (tx,p, u, - a0) - Up.

By (5.19), Ht(t0,p0; rx,p), Ht(t0,p0; r2,p)¥=0 (see (5.6)); hence we can find

a neighborhood N of (t0, p0, p) and C ' functions Vx and V2 on N such that,

abbreviating V¡(Tc,pc;p) = Vf(p), we have

VP(p) = Ti       (/=1,2), (5.22)

H(tc,Pc; Vf (p),p) = 0       ((Tc,Pc,p) EN,i= 1, 2), (5.23)

(Tc,Pc,p)EN^p>pc, (5.24)

(tc,PcP), (rd,Pd, q)EN^ V\ (p) < V((q). (5.25)

Let T = {(t„p„ Tr,pr,p, q)\(T„p„p), (t„p¡, q), (Tr,pr,p), (Tr,pr, q) E N); T

is an open set containing (t0, p0, t0, p0, P, p)- For (t„ p„ Tr, pr, p, q) G T, we

define

Or = Vr(V¡(p),p),     al = y]'(V!2(q),q),

br = T)r(V[(q),q),     b^v'^Kp),?).

(See Figure 13; %ca is the upper branch of the hyperbola (tc - t)(/j — pc) =

a.) Suppose u, and ur satisfy

ur = u,- (a, + b,); (5.26)

then by (5.23) and (5.24), the R. P. with data (U„ Ur) = (t„ p„ u„ tt, pr, ur)
has the solution,

WT    l-shock    /_,;.. , \    contact     . .     3-shock
U, - (V'x(p),p, u, - b,) - (Vr2(p),p, ur + a,) - Ur,

(5.27)
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!/<vpi>

0      V^p)     t1 T2   V2(P)    T0

Figure 13.   One of the solutions.

since u, - b, = ur + ar by (5.26). (See Figure 13.) If, on the other hand, u,

and ur satisfy

u, - u, - (a, + br), (5.28)

then u¡ — a, = ur + br, and the R. P. with data ( U,, Ur) has the solution,

^-^^-(Viiq^q.u.-a,)
contact    /.,,,. , s    3-shock

- (V[ (q), q, ur + br) - Ur.

(5.29)

Thus if u¡ and ur satisfy (5.26) and (5.28) simultaneously, then the R. P. with

data (U¡, Ur) has the two solutions (5.27) and (5.29), which are distinct by

(5.25). But (5.26) and (5.28) hold iff

a, + br = ar + b,. (5.30)

Define $(t„ p„ r„ pr, p, q) = a, + br - ar - b, ((t„ p„ t„ p„ p, q) E T).

(Note that, for example, a, is defined as a number depending on the variables

T„p„ q.) Then <b(T0,p0, r0,p0,P,p) = 0 (since, for example, afcr^po, Tq, p0,p,

P) = V°(V2°(p),p) = 7}°(t2)jp) = a0). Moreover,

)  *(*,>P»rr,Pr>P,q) = ^v'(Vi(q),q) + i;-nr(V[(q),q);
dq dq

then

3$ / - -,      da
-^(to,Po,*o,Po,P,P) = -j¿

da

(r2.p) dp (ruß)

#0,

by (5.6), (5.22), (5.23), Conventions 4.6 and 4.9, and (5.20). Thus by the
implicit function theorem, there exist a neighborhood % of (t0, />0, t0, p0, p)

and a C1 function q = q(T„p„ Tr,pr,p) ((t„p„ Tr,pr,p) G %) such that ^Tq,

Po,ro,Po>P) =,pand

HTl,Pl, tr,Pr,P, 1(t„P„ Tr,pr,p)) = 0        ((t„P„ T„p„p) E %).   (5.31)
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Henceforth we shall abbreviate q(T¡, p¡, Tr, pr, p) = q. Thus q is a number

depending continuously on the variables T„p¡, Tr,pr and/). Using this q in the

definitions of a, and br above, we see that ar, br, a¡ and b, likewise are

numbers depending continuously on the variables t¡, p„ Tr, pr and p. Here q,

ar, br, a, and b, are defined whenever (t¡, p¡, Tr, pr, p) E Gl)S. Thus (5.31)

becomes

a, + b, - a, + b,       ((r„p„ T„Pr,p) E <¥). (5.32)

Now for (t¡, Pi, tt, pr, p) E % and u¡ arbitrary, we define

•*(t„P„ u„ Tr,pr,p) = (t„p„ u„ Tr,p„ u, - (ar + b,)). (5.33)

Clearly ^ has Jacobian determinant given by

J<t(T„p„ u„ Tr,pr,p) = —(u,- (ar + b,))

--(%irW(p)>p) + ii'W (p)>p))

((T„p„Tr,Pr,p)E%).

Then clearly - J^(t0, p0, «o> To> Po, P) ^ 0; moreover

*(t0,/>o> "o> t0,P0,p) = (t0,.Po> mo, to>.Po> "o ~ (ao + ¿>o)) = (^/°, ^r0)-

Hence there exist neighborhoods 91L of (t0, p0, u0, Tq, Pq, p) and 91 of ( £7°,

i/r°) such that

(t,,/?/, u„ Tr,pr,p) G 9H => (t„p„ Tr,p„p) E <¥,

and ^Iç^ is a C1 diffeomorphism of 91L onto 91. Thus, for any data (U¡,

Ur) E 91, there exists a number p such that

(T„p„Tr,pr,p)E%, (5.34)

«,-«,- (ar + b,) (5.35)

(the latter by (5.33)); p depends continuously on (U„ Ur), and p = p when

( i/„ C/r) = ( U,°, UP). Moreover, by (5.34) there is a number q, also depending

continuously on (U„ Ur) E 91, such that (5.30) holds; q = p when (U„

Ur) = (U¡°, Up). Therefore whenever (U„ Ur) G 91, numbers p and q exist

such that the R. P. with data ( U„ Ur) has the two distinct solutions (5.27) and

(5.29); as (U„ Ur)^>(U,°, Up), the constant states of the solutions (5.27) and

(5.29) approach the respective constant states of the solutions (5.21), since/?,

?->p.   D
Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5 give sufficient conditions for the occurrence of

type I and type II nonuniqueness and their stability. Thus for our final

result-that when WEAK fails we can get type I and type II nonuniqueness

simultaneously, as well as their stability, for the same initial data-we must
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construct data (£7°, Up) that at once satisfy the hypotheses of Lemmas

5.2-5.3 and those of Lemma 5.5.

Theorem 5.6. Suppose e violates WEAK. Then there exist data (U¡°, UP)for

which both 3-fold type I nonuniqueness and type II nonuniqueness hold, and the

5-fold nonuniqueness is stable.

The proof, which uses Lemma 4.14, is long but rather routine, and hence is

omitted.

6. Examples.

6.1. Energy functions that distinguish the conditions WEAK, MEDIUM and

STRONG. All energy functions e considered in this subsection are assumed

to satisfy

lim  e(T, S) = 0. (6.1)
T-»+O0

We shall focus throughout this section on the one-parameter family of

functions g(-, S), -oo < S < +oo; each function is defined on (0, +oo)

with t as independent variable. To see what properties these functions have in

general, let us fix S G (- oo, + oo) and define <J>(t) = g(T, S) (t > 0). We see

immediately from (1.3), (1.5) and (1.6) that

<f> > 0,   <¡>' < 0,   <i>" > 0. (6.2)

In addition, the following are easily verified:

r + oo

I      <b < +oo; (6.3)

+ 00/• + 00

e(T,S)= g(v,S)dv; (6.4)

lim <í>(t) = +00. (6.5)

Note also that <í> is C2.

Motivated by the fact that the functions g(-, S) always satisfy (6.2), (6.3)

and (6.5), we make

Definition 6.1. Let 9 be the set of all C2 functions / defined on (0, + oo)

for which/ > 0,/' < 0,/" > 0, /,+ 0°/ < + oo and linv^/ír) = + oo.

"<$" signifies pressure. We have just proved

g(-,S)E<&        (-oo<S<+oo), (6.6)

for every energy function e. (Remember that e always satisfies (6.1) in this

subsection.) In what follows, we shall construct and analyze one-parameter

families g(-, S), — oo < S < +oo, and get our energy functions via (6.4).

Lemma 6.2. Suppose e satisfies (1.2)—(1.9) and (6.1). Suppose also that g(-,

S) E ty for all S. Then e satisfies (1.10); hence e is an energy function.
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Proof. Fix/? > 0. We first prove

lim S(t,p) = -oo. (6.7)
T—>0 +

(See (1.7HLH) ff-) Let 50 G (-oo, +oo). Since g(-, S0) E <3>, we may

choose t0 > 0 such that g(r0, S0) = p. Let t G (0, t0) and suppose S(t,

p) > S0. Then/j = g(r, S(t, p)) > g(r0, S(t, p)) > g(r0, S0) = /», a contradic-

tion. Hence S(t,p) < S0. Thus (6.7) is proved.

Now let e > 0. Choose t, > 0 so that t,/> < ^e. Fix any Sx and note that

since g(-, Sx) E <3>,

g(-,Sx)< +00.
■ i

By (1.7), g(-, S) < g(-, S,) whenever S < Sx. By (1.8), g(-, 5) -* 0 pointwise

on [t,, + oo) as S -> — oo. Hence by the Lebesgue convergence theorem,

lim    f + 0Og(-,5) = 0.

Thus 3Af > 0 such that

/■ + 00

I       g(-,S)<je   whenever 5 <-M. (6.8)

By (6.7), 35 G (0, tx) such that S(t, p) < - M whenever t G (0, 8). Let

t G (0, 8). By (1.5), g(v, S(t,p)) < g(r, S(t,p)) = /7 whenever u > t. Then

from (6.1) and (6.8) we get

r + oo

e(T,p)= g(v,S(T,p))dv

fr. c + 00

= /   'g(ü, S(t,/>)) <fc + /       g(v, S(T,p)) dv

<fT'p dv+{t
■'T

= (t, - t)/> + ¿e < e.

Thus (1.10) is proved.    □

Proposition 6.3. Let <> G "?. Leí 9 be a C3 function mapping (-oo, +oo)

on/o (0, + oo) smcA í/ioí 0' > 0. Define

r + oo

e(r, S) = 0(5) /       £       (t > 0, -oo < 5 < +oo).

7nen e is an energy function satisfying MEDIUM. <j> can be chosen so that e

violates STRONG.

Proof. Clearly e is C3 in (t, S) and e > 0. Define g = - eT; then, using

Lemma 6.2, it is easy to verify that e is an energy function.
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Let T,p > 0. Let S satisfy g(T, S) = p; then

9(S)<b(r)=p. (6.9)

Moreover, e(r,p) = e(r, S) = 9(S)Jpx<¡>; this, together with (6.9), gives

e(T'^) = ^frí+^    (T>/>>°)- (61°)</>(t) A

We also have

gT(T,p) = gT(T,S) = 9(S)<b'(r), (6.11)

3 1       r + oo

(6.12)

Using Proposition 1.5, (6.9)-(6.12) and Lemma 1.6, we see that e satisfies

MEDIUM.

Finally,

!      , + oo 9(S)<t>(r)3 P /- + 00

STRONG«. ^-e(r,/7) >-í—«»^- I      <#>
3/» -ft      <Í>(t) Jt

r + oo /       <#>(t)       \

»(s )*'(')

Referring to Figure 14, we see that $(t) (<¿>(t)/— 4>'(t)) is the area of the

rectangle ABCD, whereas </> can be chosen so as to make /*°°</> arbitrarily

close to the area of AABD. In particular

o<M^>)
for suitable choice of <i>; STRONG fails for such <p.   □

V (t) =

Figure 14.    0 can be chosen so that STRONG fails.

As a corollary we have

Theorem 6.4. There exists an energy function that satisfies MEDIUM but

violates STRONG.
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To get an example of an energy function that satisfies WEAK but violates

MEDIUM, we shall begin by establishing a criterion for WEAK in terms of

the one-parameter family g(-, S), —oo < S < + oo, of elements of <3\
w

Definition 6.5. Let /, g e9. We say /~ g iff / < g and for any t,, t2,

p > 0 such that t, < t2 and/(T,) = g(T^ = p, we have

r + oo /• + oo

/        g> f-(r2-rx)\p.

Proposition 6.6. e satisfies WEAK iff for all Sx, S2 E (- oo, + oo), Sx < S2
w

implies g(-, Sx)~g(-, S2).

Proof. Straightforward.
w

Proposition 6.7. The relation — has the following properties.
w w

(a)/~ g and a > 0 =*• af~ ag.

(b)/ E<$ andO<a< ß=* otf~ ßf.
w w w

(c)/~g andg~h =*/~n.

Proof, (a) and (c) are straightforward; for (b), use Propositions 6.3 and 6.6.

Lemma 6.8. Let f, g G 9 with f < g, and define ir(-, X) = (1 - A)/ + Ag.

Suppose for all t > 0,

S(t)-/(t)

/* +O0J   (*-/)>
/(T)

-/'(t) '

g(T)

-F'(T)

W
Tnen w(-, A,) ~ tt(-, A2) whenever 0 < Aj < A2 < 1.

Proof. Since/, g G 9, we may define

e(t,A)= /" + aV(ü,A)¿t; = (l-A)/" + 07+A/'+00g. (6.13)
•'t •'t -'t

Then e is C3 in (t, A). We have

^a(t, A) = g(r) - /(t) > 0,

so we can define for any t, p > 0, e(t, />) = e(r, A) where A satisfies it(t,

\) = p. (We then denote A = A(t, p).) Similarly, define ttt(t, p) = itt(t, A(t,

p)) (t,p > 0). Now let T,p > 0, and let A = (/> - /(r))/(g(T) - /(t)). Then

£(t) - P
1 - A =

8(r)-f(r)
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and

whence

Also note that

We assert that

tt(t,A) = (1 - A)/(t) + Ag(r) = p,

Kr,P) = ^%        (r,P>0). (6,4)

mT(r, A) = (1 - A)/'(t) + Ag'(r). (6.15)

íp-^^l^T) U(r)<P<S(r)). (6.16)

For by (6.13) and (6.14),

e(r,p) = e(t,\(t,p))

whence

g(r) - P     /• + <*>,       P ~ f(T)     f + x

g(r)-f(r)Jr      Í+  g(r)-f(r) K       8'

i^) = ̂ 7^r0O(.-/)- (6.17)

Let us temporarily hold t constant; define

-P
*(P) =

(g(r)-p)f'(r) + (p-f(T))g'(T)

$ is defined on an open interval / containing [/(t), g(r)]. For p E I, (6.14)

and (6.15) yield

2itt(t,p)
-P

2[(g(T)-p)f'(T)/(g(T)-f(T)) + (p-f(r))g'(T)/(g(T)-f(r))]

-ï(*(*)-/(r))*(/0. (6-18)

We have

,„   , f(r)g'(r)-g(r)f'(r)
$'(/>) =- (p E I);

[(g(r)^p)f'(T) + (p-f(r))g'(T)]2

thus, depending on the sign of f(r)g'(r) - g(T)/'(r), either $' > 0 on / or

$' < 0 on /. Hence 4> attains its maximum on [/(t), g(r)] at an endpoint, f(r)
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or g(r). But

-/(t) ~g(r)

$(/(T)) = (g(r) - f(r))f(r) '        $U(t)) = (g(x) - f(r))g'(r) '

Using (6.18), we conclude that —p/2irT(T,p) attains its maximum value for

p G [/(t), g(r)] either at p = /(t) or /> = g(r), and its maximum value is

either g(T)/-2g'(r) or/(t)/- 2/'(t). But by (6.17) and the hypothesis, 3e(t,

p)/dp is always greater than or equal to each of these values; hence (6.16)

holds.

Now   proceed   by   analogy   with   the   proofs   of   Proposition   1.5   and

Proposition 6.6.   □

Theorem 6.9. 77iere exists an energy function e that satisfies WEAK but

violates MEDIUM.

Proof. Choose any <t>0 E W n C3(0, + oo) that satisfies <b0" < 0. Define

<t>(r, S) = <í>0(t)(1 - S<b'o(r))        (t > 0, -oo < S < +oo).    (6.19)

Then

\<¡>(r, S)\ < «„(t) + |S|*o(t)(-&(t))        (t > 0). (6.20)

Now

j™- <|>o(tO</>o(ü) do = - ho(»)2\Z"= 5 [^o(t)2 - <i»o(^)2]

(t, M > 0).   (6.21)

Withr= 1, (6.21) yields

r + oo

J       - <¡>o(v)<t>o(v) dv < +00.

Since also /i+°°<|>o < + oo, we obtain from (6.20)

( + °°!<#>(-, S)|< +00. (6.22)

Thus we may define

C + 00

e(r, S) = I      «i>(t;, S)dv       (t > 0); (6.23)
•'t

in fact, by (6.19) and (6.21) we have

e(r, S) =_( + °°<¡>o+ f <Í>o(t)2        (t > 0), (6.24)

which shows e is C3 in (t, S). By (6.23), eT(r, 5) = -<>(t, S) (t > 0). By

(6.19), 4>s(t, 5) = - <í>o(t)^Ó(t) > 0 (t > 0); thus we may, as usual, define

e(r,p) = e(r, S)       (r > 0, - oo < p < + oo),

where S = S(r,p) is the unique solution of <£(t, 5) = p.
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We assert that

</>(•, S) G <3>        (S > 0). (6.25)

Clearly 0(t, S) > 0 (t > 0, S > 0). Differentiating (6.19) with respect to t

gives

*t(t, S) = <|>o(t) - S[<î>o(t)</>o'(t) + <K,(t)2]        (t > 0),       (6.26)

whence 0T(-, S) < 0 (S > 0). Differentiating (6.26), we get

4>„(r, S) = <í>o'(t) - S[^o(t)^o"(t) + 3</>0(t)<í>0'(t)] > 0       (t > 0, S > 0).

Figure 15.    The family 0(-, S), -°° < 5 < + °°.

By   (6.22),   /,+ 00<í>(-,   S) < +oo   (S > 0).   Since   #,   S) > 0o   (S > 0),

limT^o*<í>(T, S) = + oo (S > 0). Thus (6.25) is proved.

Now for t > 0 and all S, we have

/" + oo /• + oo C -

JT 0(-,S)-Jt        0o=f«>o(T)2
by (6.23) and (6.24); and by (6.19),

<¡>(r,S)-<b0(T)= - 50o(t)</.o(t).

Thus

/T+°°<K-, S)-/T+0>o 1    *o(t)

0(t,S)-0o(t) 2    0o (t)

For 5=1, (6.27) becomes

2 f + 00/  ,    ,x x ^o(T)

(t > 0, S *= 0).     (6.27)

</>("

9 /- + 00 On ( TI
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Now observe that for t, S > 0,

0o (t) <¡>(t,S)

^oM   >   -0t(t,S) ~ -^"M- 5) > ~^> S^(T)

** -<Í>o(t)[«Í»Ó(t) - S(0o(t)0Ó'(t) + 0o(t)2)]

> -0o(t)(1 - 50o(t))0o(t)

^^<#>o(t)(«Í>o(t)0o(t) + 0o(t)2) > 1S0o(t)0o(t)2^0o(t)0o'(t) > 0,

by (6.19) and (6.26). Hence

0o(t) 0(t, 5)

-<¡>Ó(t)        -<Í»t(t,5)

It follows from (6.28) and (6.29) that Vt > 0,

(t, S > 0). (6.29)

<KiiyHwr"«--1)-*»»

4>o(t)

- *Ó(t) '
<Kt, 1)

- *t(t, 1)

Note that 0(-, 1) > 0O, so Lemma 6.8 applies. Define

w(t, A) = (1 - A)0o(t) + A0(t, 1)        (t > 0, - oo < A < + oo);

then by Lemma 6.8,

w

But

w(.,A,)~w(-,A2)       (0 < A, < A2 < 1).

ir(T, A) = (1 - A)0o(t) + A0o(t)(1 - 0o(r))

= 0o(t)(1 - A + A(l - 0o(t))) - 0(t, A);

hence

w
Sx ) ~ 0(-, S2)       (0 < Sx < S2 < 1). (6.30)

Now let t > 0; we shall compute 3e(r,/>)/3/>|(t4>o(t)). Since 0(t, 0) = 0o(t),

5(t,0o(t)) = O, so

e(t,0o(t)) = e(r,0) = [+°°<t>(v,0)dv= f + O°0o-

Also, with p = 0(t, 5), i.e., S = S(t, /?) (t fixed), S -» 0 as /? -* 0o(t) and
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vice-versa. Thus
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=    lim
e(T,p) - e(r, 0o(t))

(t,«*(t))     p^Mt) P - 0o(t)

e(t, S (r,p)) - e(r, 0o(t))
=    lim

*-*d(t)      0(t, S(t,p)) -0o(t)

s™   0(t,5)-0o(t) 2   0o(t)'      ( "    '

by (6.27). We define 0t(t,/>) = 0t(t, S(t,p)); then, with 0o(t) understood to

be/;, we have

0T(r, 0o(t)) = 0t(t, 0) = 0o(t). (6.32)

By (6.23), (6.25) and Lemma 1.6,

0(t, S)2< -20t(t, S)e(t, S)       (S > 0);

by (6.32), this becomes for S = 0,

0o(t)2< -20t(t,0o(t))£(t,0o(t)). (6.33)

Using (6.32), (6.31) may be written

OP (t,<¡>0(t))

= _2e(t, 0q(t))0q(t)_

- *t(t, <#»o(t)) • 2e(r, 0o(t)) - 0t(t, 0o(t)) • 2e(r, 0o(t)) '

then using (6.33) and dividing numerator and denominator by 0o(t), we get

Tp<r>pï <
2e(t, 0o(t))

|(t,</>0(t))      - 0t(t, 0o(t)) • (2£(t, 0o(t))/0o(t)) + 0o(t)

(t > 0).     (6.34)

Now fix t, > 0. Since e(t, p), 0t(t, p) and 3e(t,/>)/3p are continuous in (t,

p), it follows from (6.34) with t = t, that

9^(t,/0 <
2e(T„p,)

(6.35)
(r„/>,) - <Í>t(t„/'i)-  (2e(T„/7,)//?,) + />,

for some/), with 0o(t,) < /?, < 0(t„ 1). Let 5, satisfy 0(t,, S,) = />,; then

0 < 5, < 1. Choose 8 > 0 such that 5 < 5, < 1 - 8. Let A be a C3 function

defined on (- oo, + oo) such that

A'(S)>0    (-fi<5<l + fi), (6.36)

\(S) = 0     (S < -8), (6.37)
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X(S) = 1      (S > 1 + 8), (6.38)

A(5) = S     (8 < S < I - 8). (6.39)

Let a be a C3 function defined on (— oo, + oo) such that a > 0 and

a'(S) > 0       (S < 0, S > 1), (6.40)

a(S) = 1        (0 < S < 1), (6.41)

lim   «(5) = 0, (6.42)
S—> — oo

lim   a(S) = +00. (6.43)
S-.- + 00

Define

g(r, 5) = a(S)<b(r, A(S))        (t > 0, - oo < 5 < + oo),      (6.44)

e(r, S) = a(5)e(T,A(5))        (t > 0, -oo < S < +oo).       (6.45)

(See (6.19) and (6.23).) Then it is easily verified, using Lemma 6.2, that e is an

energy function.

To establish WEAK, we shall apply Proposition 6.6. Let Sx, S2 G (-oo,

+ oo) with Sx < S2. Then certainly 0 < X(SX) < X(S2) < 1, so by (6.30),

w
0(.,A(S,))~0(.,A(S2)).

Moreover, 0 < a(S,) < <x(S2\ so by Proposition 6.7(a),

w
a(Sx)^(-,X(Sx)) ~a(Sx)$(-,X(S2)); (6.46)

and by Proposition 6.7(b),

a(5,)0(-,A(S2)) ~«(S2)0(-,A(S2)). (6.47)

Applying Proposition 6.7(c) to (6.46) and (6.47), we obtain

w
a(SI)0(-,A(S,))~«(52)0(-,A(52)),

i.e.,

g(-,S,)~g(-,S2).

Since Sx and S2 were arbitrary, e satisfies WEAK by Proposition 6.6.

By (6.39) and (6.41), X(S) = S and a(S) = 1 whenever 8 < S < I - 8;
hence

g(r, S) = 0(t, S), (6.48)

e(r, S) = c(t, S), (6.49)

whenever (t, S) E (0, + oo) X (8, 1 - 8). Since (t„ Sx) E (0, + oo) X (8,

1 - 5), we see that g = 0 and e = e on a neighborhood N of (t,, Sx). Define

$(t, S) = (t, g(r, 5)), *(t, S) = (t, 0(t, 5)); then

$ = ^   on AT, (6.50)
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and the Jacobian determinant J<¡,(tx, Sx) = <t>s(Ti, Si) > 0. Hence by making

N smaller we may assume $ maps N (injectively) onto an open set M

containing (t,,/>,). (Recall that 0(t„ Sx) — px) For (r,p) E M, we have

4>-'(t>/0 = (t, S(r,p)),       *-\r,p) = (t, S (t,p));

hence by (6.50), S = S on M. Then by (6.49), V(t, p) E M, e(r, p) = e(r,

S(T>P)) = e(T> S(r,p)) = e(t, S(t,p)) = e(t,p). From this it follows that

¥e(T,/>) 9     i      \
(t„/>,) dP

(6.51)
<T|,P|)

Also, by (6.48), gT(r„ /»,) = gT(r'x, Sx) = 0t(t„ S,) = 0t(t„ px). From this,

(6.51) and (6.35), we obtain

9    t     \Tpe{j>p)
2e(T„/7,)

(t„p,)       -gr(rx,px)- (2e(rx,px)/px) + px '

thus e violates MEDIUM.   □

6.2. y4n energy function that violates WEAK.

Theorem 6.10. There exists an energy function that violates WEAK.

Proof. For convenience, we shall set v = 1 — t. Fix a G (0, 1/2), and

define

f(v, S) = ev + a(l - e-s)exp[a-'(u + S)]. (6.52)

After some computation, we shall almost get the energy function we want by

replacing "v" by "1 - t". We have

fv(v, S) = ev + (\- e-s)exp[a-'(t; + S)],

fm(v, S) = ec + a-'(l - e-s)exp[a-\v + S)],

fm(v, S) = e° + a"2(l - e-^expfa""1^ + S)}. (6.53)

From (6.52) and (6.53) we see that f,fv,fm and/^ have the form

h(v, S) = ev + ^(1 - e-5)exp[a-'(ü + S)], (6.54)

where 0 < ß < a'2. But h(v, S) > 0 iff

exp[(l - a_l)o] > ß(e-s - \)es/a. (6.55)

Also, since 1 — 1/a < 0,

exp[(l - a"')t)l > exp(l - a-1)     whenever t) < 1. (6.56)

Choose 5, > 0 such that

a~2(e~s - l)es/a < exp(l - a"1)      whenever 5 > -«,.     (6.57)
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Combining (6.54)-(6.57), we conclude

h(v, S) > 0     whenever v < 1, S > — 8X,

so that

/,X,/TO,/^ > 0       (v < 1, S > -5,). (6.58)

We also have

/s(t>, 5) = exp[a-> + S)][l - (1 - a)e~s],

fvS(v,S) = a-%(v,S).

Choose 52 > 0 such that (1 - a)e~s < 1 whenever S > - 82. Then

fs,fvS>0       (v<l,S>-82). (6.59)

Let 8 be the smaller of 5, and 82. Then by (6.58) and (6.59),

fJvLJ^JsJvs > 0       (v < 1, S > -8). (6.60)

Now define

e(t, S)=f(I - t,S)       (r>0,S> -8). (6.61)

Since t > 0 iff 1 - t < 1, we see that (6.60) yields

e>0,    eT<0,    eTT>0,    eTTT<0,    ss > 0,    etS < 0       (t > 0, S > -5),

(6.62)

which, except for the restriction on S, is equivalent to (1.2)—(1.7) for e in place

of e. Let £ be a C3 function defined on ( - oo, + oo) such that

I' > 0, (6.63)

£(S) = S       (S>-8/2), (6.64)

lim  £(S)= -5. (6.65)
S—» — oo

Let 0 be a C3 function defined on ( - oo, + oo) such that 0 > 0 and

0' > 0, (6.66)

9(S) = 1       (S > -8/2), (6.67)

lim   0(S) = 0. (6.68)
5—* — oo

Let y be a C3 function defined on (0, + oo) such that

y' < 0,    y" > 0,    Y'" < 0, (6-69)

y(t) =1        (t > 1 - 8/2), (6.70)

lim y(t) = +00. (6.71)
T—»0+

Define

e(r,S) = y(r)9(S)e(T,t(S))       (t > 0, -oo < S < +oo).    (6.72)

Then e is an energy function. (Use Lemma 6.2.)
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We shall prove that WEAK fails at t = \,p = 1. For clarity, we let/? = 1

throughout. Now let t > 1 - 8/2. Then t - 1 > - 8/2, and from (6.64),

(6.67) and (6.70) we conclude ¿(t - 1) = t - 1, 0(t - 1) = 1, y(t) = 1 and

y'(t) = 0. Then from (6.72) we see that

e(r, t - 1) = Y(t)0(t - 1)e(t, £(t - 1)) = e(r, t - 1).        (6.73)

Similarly, letting g = — eT, we have by (6.61), (6.53) and (6.72),

g(r,T- 1)= -£t(t,t- 1)-/o(1-t,t- 1)

= e'-T + (1 - e-(T_1))exp[a_I(l - t + (t - 1))] = p.

This means S(r,p) = t — 1, so

e(r,p) = e(r, S(r,p)) = e(r, t - 1)

= e(t,t - 1) =/(l - t,t - 1) = a + (1 - a)e1-T.    (6.74)

Since (6.74) holds Vt > 1 - 8/2,

Mt,/0/9t|(t,,-) = (a - i)e'-T     (t > i - a/2);

in particular,

3e(T,/>)/3T|(1/0 = a - 1 < -//2,

so WEAK fails at (\,p).   U

6.3. Ideal gases. In this section we construct an example of an ideal gas e

for which no Hugoniot curve is monotone.

An ideal gas is a medium that satisfies (1.2)—(1.7) and

pr = RT, (6.75)

where R > 0 is a constant. In [1], (6.75), together with (1.2)—(1.7), is shown to

be equivalent to

e(r,S) = h(rH), (6.76)

where H = exp(— S/R). Here n is a function defined on (0, + oo) satisfying:

n maps (0, + oo) onto (0, + oo), (6.77)

h > 0, n' < 0, n" > 0, ft'" < 0, (6.78)
k maps (0, + oo) onto (0, + oo), (6.79)

k' < 0, (6.80)

where k(x) = — h'(x)x. In this situation we have

p=g(T,S)=-h'(rH)H,        T= -R~lh'(TH)TH. (6.81)

By (6.81),/»t-h'(TH)rH = k(rH), so that

e(T,p) = e(T,S) = *(pr), (6.82)

where V = h ° k~K Thus * maps (0, + oo) onto (0, + oo) and ¥' > 0. From
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this it is clear that e for an ideal gas is an energy function that satisfies

STRONG. Note that (6.82) can also be expressed,

e(r,p) = h(x),   where pr = —h'(x)x. (6.83)

We now give an example of an ideal gas for which every Hugoniot curve H

is not monotone, i.e., along H, t is not a nonincreasing function of p. Let

h(x) = el/x - 1. (6.84)

Then

h'(x)x = -ei/x/x, (6.85)

and n satisfies (6.77)-(6.80); therefore (6.83) defines an ideal gas. Fix t0,

Po > 0 and let H be the Hugoniot curve with center (t0, p0)- Then (r, p) E H

iff

e(r,p) - e(r0,Po) ={(r0- r)[p + p0].

By (6.83), (j,p) E //iff

h(x) - h(x0) = 2-(t0- r)[p +Po]

where

pr = - h'(x)x,       p0T0 = - h'(x0)x0.

We show that along //, t comes arbitrarily near t0 as p —»

4.1.) Suppose not. Then 35, P > 0 such that along //,

t0 — t > 5   whenever p > P.

Then we must have x—»Oas/?-»+oo along //. For otherwise, there would

exist a > 0 and a sequence {/?„} such that/>„ -> + oo and, with (t„, />„) G H

and/>„T„ = - h'(x„)x„ (n = 1, 2, . . . ), x„ > a Vn. Then by (6.77) and (6.78),

for the values xn, t„ and pn the left member of (6.86) would be bounded as

n —> + oo while the right member would approach +oo as n^+oo, a

contradiction. Using (6.87), (6.86) becomes

1 . J     h'(x)x      h'(xQ)xo
h(x) - h(x0) = j (t0 ~ t)

(6.86)

(6.87)

oo. (See Lemma

(6.88)

Then by (6.84), (6.85) and the above, we get

>iA > giA _ e>Ao = (T() _ T) giA

2 XT
+

2x0t0
> (TO - T)

,1/x

(P > Po)-

Thus

t > To/ (2x + 1) -» t0   as/> -» + oo,
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which contradicts (6.88). Hence along H, t comes arbitrarily near t0 as

p -» + oo. In particular, H is not monotone.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Joel A. Smoller for

much encouragement, direction and advice that contributed to the

completion of this work.
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